Business Services
Procurement and Contracting
16550 SW Merlo Road
Beaverton, OR 97003
(503) 356-4324

April 11, 2019
SOLICITATION ADDENDUM NO. 1
ITB 19-0010
Auditorium Production Lighting Fixtures
THE FOLLOWING CHANGES/ADDITIONS TO THE ABOVE CITED SOLICITATION ARE ANNOUNCED:
This Addendum modifies the Invitation to Bid (ITB) document(s) only to the extent indicated herein. All other
areas not changed or otherwise modified by this Addendum shall remain in full force and effect. This
Addendum is hereby made an integral part of the ITB document. Bidder must be responsive to any
requirements of this Addendum as if the requirements were set forth in the ITB. Failure to do so may result
in Bid rejection. See the ITB regarding requests for clarification or change and protests of this Addendum, and
the deadlines for the foregoing.
This addendum is to be acknowledged in the space provided on the Bidder Certification form supplied in the
solicitation document. Failure to acknowledge receipt of this addendum may be cause to reject your offer.
The closing date REMAINS UNCHANGED: April 16, 2019 at 2:00 PM Pacific Time
CHANGES:
1. Attachment B – Bid Schedule AHS replaced with Attachment B Addendum 1 – Bid Schedule AHS.
2. Attachment B – Bid Schedule BHS replaced with Attachment B Addendum 1 – Bid Schedule BHS.
CLARIFICATIONS:
Questions submitted via e-mail
Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:
Question:

Attachment B - Bid Schedule shows a quantity of 94. There are a total of 92 Lens Tubes (Items
1L-6L). Color Frames are included in the cost of the tubes. There are also different size frames
for different degree lens tubes. Please clarify the quantity and sizes for Item 4SP.
Provide 92 color frames, one for each lens tube. Provide 2 spare color frames, one for 26degree lens and one for 19-degree lens.
One new question - There is no space on Attachment B - Bid Schedule for shipping costs. It
would be impractical to try to calculate a "per item" shipping cost. Can I send our standard
quote sheet for our bid, or do you require we use Attachment B and hand write the shipping
cost at the bottom?
Please CHANGES above for amended Bid Schedules.
Item 1SP - Connector: Please confirm what type of connector is required: Edison, Stage Pin,
Twist Lock?
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Answer:

Provide 50% of instruments with 5’-0” cable and stage-pin connectors, and 50% of instruments
with 5’-0” cable and power-con connectors.

Question:

Item 1SP - Connector: All the fixtures requested come with a power cable with a connector
installed. Under NOTES these are listed as 1.1 x number of fixtures. There are a total of 94
fixtures. Does this mean you require an additional 9-10 separate connectors?
Yes.

Answer:
Question:

Answer:
Question:

Item 2SP - C-Clamp: Some of the fixtures listed come with c-clamps. Under NOTES these
are listed as 1.1 x number of fixtures. Please verify that with 94 total fixtures you require an
additional 9-10 c-clamps?
Yes.

Answer:

Items 3SP, 4SP, 5SP: Under NOTES, these are listed as 1.5 x number of fixtures. Please verify
that with 94 total fixtures you require 141 of each of these items?
Yes.

Question:
Answer:

Items 1C - 5C: Please confirm what type of connector is needed: Edison, Stage Pin, Twist Lock?
Match instrument connector types provided. See response to question about Item 1SP above.

Question:

Item 4ACC - Glass Pattern Holder: Do you want the City Theatrical model 2171 S4 “A” (IRIS
SLOT) GLASS TEMPLATE HOLDER or model 2170 S4 “B” GLASS TEMPLATE HOLDER or model
2172 S4 “B” (IRIS SLOT) GLASS TEMPLATE HOLDER?
Provide Model #2171.

Answer:
Question:
Answer:
Question:

Answer:

Question:
Answer:

Item 6ACC - Donut: Do you want the City Theatrical model 2250 with a 3 3/16" CENTER HOLE
or model 2260 with a 2 1/2" CENTER HOLE?
Provide 50% quantity of each.
Items 6C and 7C - PowerCon extension Cables: All the ETC LED fixtures come with the option
of a 5' cable with connector, 5' PowerCon Extension Cable or 10' PowerCon Extension Cable.
Please clarify what cables are to be included with the fixtures and depending upon the
decision, are these in addition to or included in those cables?
See answer above about instrument cables and connectors. Items 6C-7C are extension cables
in addition to the instrument cables.
Is a project cost estimate available. Also, will there be prevailing wage requirements?
Estimated cost is $401,500.00. No prevailing wage requirements.

-END of Addendum
Justin Sweet
Contract Specialist
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